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ABSTRACT
We report a case of central neurocytoma in adult as determined by histological and electron
microscopical study. A 21‑year old Japanese woman was detained at Kurashiki Central Hos‑
pital because of severe headache with nausea soon after delivery. Computed tomography
(CT)

scan

revealed

a

tumor

extending

across

both

latera一

ventricles.

Histologica】ly,

the

tumor consisted of small, rounded immature cells and scattered incomplete Homer‑Write
rosettes. On peroxidase antiperoxidase (PAP) immunohistochemical stains the tumor cells
stained positively with neuron specific enolase (NSE) but not glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP) or S‑100 protein. Electron microscopically, interdigitation of the tumor cell pro‑
cesses, adhesive junctions, neurosecretory granules, clear vesicles and microtubules were
observed and reminiscent of synaptic structures. Interestingly, banded structures were rec‑
ognized in the cytoplasm of the endothelium of the capillary, at the center of the pseudor‑
osette of the tumor. Intracytoplasmic banded structures have not been reported in the pre‑
vious

literature′of

central

neurocytoma

or

neuroblastoma.

The

tumor

was

finally

diagnosed

as central neurocytoma and on the basis of the tumor location, the histogenesis was sus‑

pected to be cells in septum pellucidum. Ryukyu Med. J., 14 (4) 251‑255, 1994
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INTRODUCTION

nausea and vomiting. The symptoms started soon af‑
ter the delivery of her first child half a year ago.

True neuronal tumors of the central nervous sys‑

Physical examinations revealed slight unconsciousness

tem are rare neoplasm, in which primary cerebral
neuroblastomas most often occur in the frontal lobe of

and congestion of retinal papilla. Other neurologic ex‑

children. But primary intraventricular neuroblast0‑

the skull showed a calcified tumor projecting in both

mas in adult are exceedingly rare lesions. '‑

lateral ventricles. On CT scanning of the brain, the
tumor, 6×6×5cm in size, was located in the anterior

Recently

Hassoun et al. reported two cases of central neurocy‑
toma as an intraventricular tumor being more differ‑
entiated than neuroblastoma. Their identification by
light microscopy is often controversial and the actual

site of their origin remains unresolved. We report a

aminations were normal. Radiographic examination of

septum pellucidum extending over both lateral ventri‑
cles (Fig. 1). The tumor was partially cystic and calci‑
fied. Both lateral ventricles were dilated and showed

intraventricular mass in adult, and present a histol0‑

hydrocephalus. This findings prompted suspicion of
an invasion of the foramen of Monro by the tumor
cells. Whole body examination on CT scanner could

gical and electron microscopical study showing banded

not reveal the primary lesion except for the brain

structure in capillary endothelium. The differential

tumor.

case of primary cerebral neurocytoma occurring as an

diagnosis and histogenesis were also reviewed.

The operation was performed under the diagnosis
of ependymoma. The tumor was rich in small vascular

A CASE

vessels and located in the anterior septum pellucidum,
occupying a part of both lateral ventricles. However,

A 21‑year‑old woman was detained at Kurashiki

the boundary of the tumor was relatively clear and

Central Hospital because of severe headache with

there was nothing relating to ependyma】 structure. A
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Fig. 2 The tumor consists of small, rounded immature
cells in pack, forming incomplete Homer‑Wrigh rosettes.
(Hematoxylin and eosinX400)

toxylin (PTAH) stains.
Fig. 1 CT scanning of the brain. Plain scan showing a

Immunohistochemical methods (PAP) for NSE

tumor shadow with cyst (mark), crossing over both ven‑

stained positively a number of the tumor cells but

tricles.

proved negative for S‑ 100 protein, GFAP and neuro‑
filaments and failed to show any glial elements.

large amount of bloody liquor retained in both lateral

ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC FINDINGS

ventricles and cytological studies of ventricular cere‑
brospinal fluid revealed neuroblastoma cells. Total

The tumor cells were rounded and polygonal,

patient died 40 days after the operation due to re‑

showing pavement arrangement. They contained an
oval nucleus with fine chromatin and a distinct small

spiratory failure.

nucleolus. The ratio of nucleus to cytoplasm was re‑

removal of the tumor was difficult to bleeding and the

latively large; therefore, these tumor cells were consi‑
dered to be characteristic of undifferentiated tumor

HISTOPATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS

cells. Connective tissues were not observed among

The tumor was quite hypercellular, rich in small
vesse一s

and

no

necrotic

foci.

The

major

part

of

the

tumor cells. The tumor cell processes at the site cor‑
responding to the acellular area of the perivascu】ar

tumor was composed of small cell with oval shaped

region intermingled with each other showing interdi‑

hyperchromatic nuclei relatively uniform in size. The

gitation. The tumor cells were adhered together with

cytoplasm was slightly eosinophilic and the borders
were unclear. The nuclei were also oval with fine

desmosome‑like junctional specializations at the cell

granular chromatin but nucleoli were not clear.

villi or ciliia were not seen at the tumor cell surfaces

Mitoses were observed one or two per high power

(Fig. 3).

processes reminiscent of synaptic structures. Micro‑

field but there was no cell pleomorphism. Perivascular

In the cytoplasm of the tumor cells few mitochon‑

areas disposing around wide fibrillary patches some‑

dria, rough endoplasmic reticulum, ribosomes and Gol‑

times including a vessel appeared acellular like

gi apparatus were observed. At higher magnification,

pseudorosettes. These and incomplete Homer‑Wrigh

so called neurosecretory granules with high density,

rosettes were scattered throughout the tumor (Fig. 2).

averaging 80‑120 nm in size, were scattered through‑

In the degenerated fields with calcification, the cyto‑

out the cytoplasm. A few clear vesicles, averaging 40‑

plasm was pale and reminiscent of oligodendroglioma.
The tumor cells had invaded the normal brain tissue at

60 nm in size, were also observed in the cytoplasmic
processes of the tumor cells (Fig. 3). At times, 10 nm

the peripheral areas of the tumor and stained negative

neurofilaments and microtubules were present in the

by Grimelius'method and phosphotangstic acid hema‑

cytoplasmic processes. Ganglion cells and myelinated

Shimada, K. et al.
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Fig. 4 High magnification of a triangular feature showing
distinct cross bands (×36, 000).
Fig. 3
sive

The adjacent cell membranes conjugated with adhe‑
junctions.

A

few

neurosecretory

granu一es

and

clear

vesicles are reminiscent of synaptic structures. (Elec‑
tron micrographX17,000).

Immunohistochemical study by the PAP method
revealed that NSE was positively stained but neuro‑
filaments, GFAP and S‑100 protein were negative.
These findings by light microscopy rule out any
astrocytic component and glial differentiation.
Electron microscopic investigations regarding
primary cerebral neuroblastoma have been performed

structures were not observed anywhere.
Interestingly, banded structures were rarely
observed in the cytoplasm of the capillary endothelium

only in a few cases and presented as immature
neuroectodermal tumors.2‑1.9‑1】)
In few cases of intraventricular neuroblastoma,

at the center of the pseudorosettes. These filament
bundles were situated near the centrioles and had a

the cytoplasmic processes intermingle with each other

triangular feature enclosing one of the centrioles,

forming synapses filled with synaptic vesicles. Has‑

some

soun et al. reported two cases having numerous

coated

vesic一es

and

endoplasmic

reticulum.

The

banded structures consisted of a few filaments which
were about 3 nm thick and a periodicity of 83‑91 nm

synapses.51 They considered their cases to be more
differentiated than neuroblastoma and named them as

with asymmetrical cross bands which continued into

central neurocytoma in order to distinguish them

the filaments. The cross bands were repeating at

from neuroblastoma. Townsend et al. also reported

approximately 50‑60 nm wide intervals (Fig. 4).

two similar cases of central neurocytoma a rare benign
intraventricular tumor and suggested that complete

DISCUSSION

surgical excision should be curative.
In our case, relatively immature cells mainly

A large number of neuronal tumors arising in the
brain

are

recognized

as

a

frontal

一obe

tumor

in

children". Although the neuroblastoma occurs in the
adult as brain tumor at times, it is rarely observed at

occupied the tumor and adhesive junctions, a few
neurosecretory granules and clear vesicles reminiscent
of synaptic structures were observed. These findings

Recently Hassoun

correspond to the central neurocytoma reported by
Hassoun el al.

el al. reported two cases of primary intraventricular
differentiated neuroblastoma in adult as central neur‑

osettes, triangular banded structures were observed

ocytoma. Except for the above, only few cases of in‑

near the centrioles. Recently some types of long spac‑

traventricular neurocytomas or differentiated neurob‑

ing collagen such as Luse body, fibrous long‑spacing

lastomas have been reported in the literature.

(FLS) collagen and filamentous aggregate of collagen
have been found in tissue and tumors. The Luse body

the site related to the ventricles.

Our

case

extended

into

both

the

lateral

8'

ventric一es.

Strikingly, in the endothelial cells of the pseudor‑

Histologically, the tumor cells densely packed, pr0‑
1iferated with each other and contained small oval nuc‑

had a periodicity of 110‑120 nm with the cross bands

leus with fine chromatin. The perivascular area was
acellular, and incomplete Homer‑Wright rosettes were

The filamentous aggregates of collagen have a

scattered throughout the tumor.

observed in the perivascular and perineural area in

and is usually found in the matrix of schwannoma.‑2'
periodicity of 90‑100 nm with the band and have been
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various skin diseases. FLS collagen has been found

on the other hand, which occurred in the site related

around the capillaries in the rat brain and appeared

to

close to the capillary basal lamina, and had a periodic‑
ity of 94 nm with asymmetrical interbands. '

the

ventricular

region

is

thought

to

be

possib一y

de‑

rived from the cells in the septum pellucidum.
In our case, the tumor extended across both later

These long‑spacing collagen are similar to those

al ventricles and invaded the foramen of Monro; there‑

vhicrl were seen in our case. But the periodicity of

fore, the histogenesis was suspected to be cells in

bands is somewhat wider in the Luse body,

septum pellucidum. Experimentally when the human

filamentous aggregate and FLS collagen than in our

adenovirus type 12 was injected intracerebrally and

case. Moreover, these long‑spacing collagen have not

subcutaneously into hamsters or rats, neuroblastomas

been described in the intracytoplasmic aspect of the

were obtained.202" But the actual site of origin of in‑

endothelium of vessels in previous literature of in‑

traventricular neurocytoma or neuroblastoma still re‑

traventricular neurocytoma or neuroblastoma. But in

mains problematic.

cultured human skin, macrophages may phagocytize the
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